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ABSTRACT In this paper, the characterization and sizing of heavy-lift multirotor UAVs are carried out.
For this purpose, the electric multirotor UAV system is briefly described, and the parameters are carefully
selected encompassing a wide range of UAVs regarding size and power. In the first phase, comprehensive
experimental measurements are conducted for selected propulsion components. Through a systematic
data acquisition process, a database for two series of electric propulsion units (low voltage and high
voltage setups), is obtained. Using the presented identification procedure, the data is processed, and the
characterization is completed in the following phase. Based on experimental data, a more accurate model of
aerodynamic forces and torques and electric power was obtained, compared to previous approaches. In the
final phase of this research, sizing of conventional heavy-lift multirotor configurations is carried out, where
the diagonal, take-off mass, hovering power, and payload capacity are considered, and results are shown
graphically. The proposed sizing steps enable further performance analysis to design a more efficient system,
especially from the aspect of payload capacity.

INDEX TERMS Electric propulsion unit, heavy-lift multirotor, multirotor configuration, payload capacity,
unmanned aerial vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have become increasingly
popular due to advancements in technology, which have
encouraged the development of various types of UAVs and
expanded their range of applications. UAVs can be classi-
fied in different ways, such as by endurance/range, flying
height, weight/dimensions, or wing type. The most common
classification is based on wing type, which includes two
basic categories: fixed-wing and rotary-wing UAVs. More
recently, flapping-wing and hybrid UAVs [1] have also gained
attention in research. The choice of aircraft category primar-
ily depends on the mission profile. Fixed-wing UAVs are
used for missions requiring long-distance coverage, such as
photogrammetric aerial mapping systems [2] or surveillance
missions [3]. They require a runway or launch pad combined
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with a landing system, such as Zipline drone delivery, which
lands using a tail hook to catch an arresting gear [4].

On the other hand, rotary-wing UAVs have the ability to
vertically take-off and land (VTOL) from relatively small and
relatively flat surfaces, with the surface size depending on
the UAV size. One subtype is the helicopter, which typically
consists of a main rotor and a tail rotor [5]. The previ-
ously mentioned fixed-wing and helicopter UAVs are derived
from their manned counterparts, which have been in use for
decades. With the development of fly-by-wire technology,
significant growth in the multirotor category of rotary-wing
UAVs is emerging.

The multirotor type of UAV has become extremely attrac-
tive due to its relative ease of use, maneuverability, and
affordability. In addition to its ability to perform VTOL and
hover in place, this type of rotary-wing UAV offers a wide
range of propulsion configurations that enable it to execute
intricate and precise maneuvers. Furthermore, it possesses a
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certain level of propulsion redundancy for added reliability.
Despite their versatility, multirotors present significant chal-
lenges due to their inherent instability and highly nonlinear
and multivariable nature.

Consequently, extensive efforts have been made in var-
ious research aspects in recent times. Regarding control,
numerous methods are suitable, ranging from ready-to-fly
solutions to new control approaches, and various multiro-
tor configurations have been considered. For example, in a
recently conducted research [6], adaptive sliding mode con-
trol based on neural networks was proposed. The researchers
tested the performance and disturbance rejection through
numerical simulations of a basic configuration with four
rotors, a so-called quadrotor (quadcopter) UAV. Addition-
ally, in paper [7], an efficient nonlinear adaptive weighted
pseudo-inverse matrix control allocation was presented and
tested on the flight performance of a six rotors conventional
(planar) configuration, a so called hexarotor (hexacopter)
UAV. In addition to the commonly used planar configura-
tions with four, six, or eight (octorotor) propulsion units
(rotors), numerous other designs are possible. For instance,
the paper [8] introduced and validated nonlinear model pre-
dictive control for multirotor UAVs with generic configura-
tion parameters. Advancements in various fields have made
multirotors suitable for different sectors, from delivery [9],
[10] to aerial robots [11], [12].
Although the advantages are numerous, it is important to

emphasize that multirotor UAVs, due to their need to cancel
the gravitational force with total thrust force, classify as
high-energy consumption UAVs. Regarding UAV propulsion,
various systems are used depending on the aircraft category.
While fixed-wing aircraft are currently experiencing wider
applications of various propulsion systems [13], multirotor
UAVs mainly utilize electric propulsion combined with LiPo
batteries. However, research is being conducted in the area of
hybrid propulsion systems, including systems based on ICE
driven generators [14], [15] or fuel cell systems for small
aircraft propulsion [16]. The adoption of such systems still
faces barriers, as outlined in [17]. Currently, multirotor UAVs
with electric motor propulsion systems in combination with
LiPo batteries or the aforementioned hybrid energy systems
are predominately used. In research [18], electric propulsion
system sizing for multirotor performance prediction and fur-
ther design optimization is shown.

Due to the high-energy consumption nature, when design-
ing a multirotor UAV, it is important to carefully select
system parameters and components in order to minimize
energy consumption. Numerous studies have been conducted
covering various aspects ranging from energy consumption
prediction [19] to sizing methodologies [20], [21]. Further-
more, in the paper [22], an analytical framework is presented
for addressing hovering performance and optimal sizing of
battery-powered electric multirotors. One research group
focuses on estimating functional parameters and character-
istics of the key components within the system [23], while
further research explores efficient sizing methodologies for

electric multirotor vehicles enabling configuration optimiza-
tion for different missions and requirements [24]. Since
increasing propulsion forces and torques can be achieved
with a larger number of rotors, conventional configurations
discussed in previous works tend to result in larger-sized mul-
tirotor UAVs. However, compact coaxial configurations have
been investigated, with various papers demonstrating their
efficiency and achieving improvements [25]. Propulsion units
of sizes up to 100 N were tested [25], and mentioned in the
context of heavy-lift (large payload) multirotor UAVs, as also
presented in the paper dealing with the design methodology
of UAVs with coaxial rotors [26].

In research aimed at testing the performance of large-scale
tandem UAVs [27], electric propulsion units (EPUs) con-
sisting of a 28∗8.4′′ propeller and U8 100 Kv motor were
experimentally tested. An improved model of the electric
propulsion system was presented in [28], where three EPU
setups were experimentally tested. This research focuses on
the armature reaction of the motor, effectively explaining
the significant performance degradation during high-power
operation. Additionally, paper [29] presents a method for
dimensioning an electric propulsion system for designing and
manufacturing a multirotor UAV. An agricultural quadrotor
with a payload of 10 kg was built and compared with the
sizing results. In cited research, small-scale sets were tested
experimentally, or sets were tested within a certain range, and
further analysis was carried out using mathematical models.
A review of the literature did not find a paper on the subject
of experimental characterization of the heavy-lift propulsion
system that covers a very wide range in terms of forces and
powers of the propulsion units, therefore, in this research,
a wide range up to 250 N and 6 kW is investigated.

A. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this study, the experimental characterization of EPUs
designed for powering heavy-lift multirotor UAVs is carried
out. Therefore, extensive testing of two EPU series (low
voltage and high voltage) in a wide range of power and size
was carried out for a total of 28 EPU setups. To enable the
process of EPU characterization, a framework consisting of
data acquisition and data processing is presented. The first
contribution of this paper is a more accurate model of the
heavy-lift electric multirotor propulsion system, compared to
simplified models that are commonly used or compared to a
variety of introduced approaches that rely on mathematical
models for the estimation of parameters. The characteristics
of thrust force, drag torque, and electric power, based on
experimental data, are presented. The second contribution
in the paper is a systematic representation of the heavy-lift
multirotor UAV sizing relations, regarding diagonal, take-off
mass, hovering power, and payload capacity. The proposed
approach emphasizes payload capacity as a key aspect, given
that the research discussed heavy-lift configurations, and
such an approach, based on experimental data, is not cov-
ered in the literature. The major goal of the presented sizing
approach is to enable a more efficient selection of the main
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FIGURE 1. Multirotor UAV reference coordinate system and rotor angular
velocities.

system parameters, and the results are graphically presented
for a total of 84 configurations.

B. ORGANIZATION
In section II electric multirotor UAV system is briefly
described. Section III is divided into a description of exper-
imental hardware, an explanation of data acquisition and
processing, and finally characterization of EPU setups with
efficiency comparison. Section IV presents the sizing of
heavy-lift multirotor UAVs. Finally, conclusions are given in
section V.

II. PRELIMINARY ELECTRIC MULTIROTOR UAV SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION
When describing multirotor UAVs, it is important to empha-
size that regardless of the configuration, these aircraft are
highly non-linear, inherently unstable, multivariable, and
have high energy consumption. From a system modeling and
mechanical perspective, a multirotor can be defined as a rigid
body with the only moving parts being the rotors of the
propulsion system. The equations of motion can be derived
using the Newton-Euler method [30] and are represented
by six second-order differential equations. The first three
degrees correspond to translational dynamics, while the last
three correspond to rotational dynamics. The dynamics of the
multirotor are defined with respect to the body frame (FB)
established by {OB,XB,YB,ZB}, as shown in Fig. 1, and is
given by the expression,

ν̇ = M−1
B (−CB (ν) ν+gB+d+uB) . (1)

To obtain the acceleration vector defined with respect to
the body frame ν̇ =

[
u̇ v̇ ẇ ṗ q̇ ṙ

]T, the matrix MB needs
to be defined which contains mass and moments of inertia.
Assuming that the OB is located at the multirotor’s center of
gravity (CoG) and the main axes of inertia coincide with the
body frame axis {XB,YB,ZB}, since the multirotor airframe
is symmetrical for considered configurations, the body’s
inertia tensor becomes a diagonal matrix, resulting in a diag-
onal matrix MB= diag

{
m, m, m, Ixx, Iyy, Izz

}
. Moreover,

CB (ν) represents Coriolis and the centripetal matrix [31] that
account for the rotation of the body frame. In a stationary
state (hovering), the gravitational force gB acts along the ZB
axis and should be cancelled out and is generally related to
translational dynamics. Therefore the UAV mass (m) plays a
crucial role in system design which includes system compo-
nents, airframe parts, and payload. For heavy-lift multirotor
UAVs used in payload dispersal such as in agriculture sector,
the payload mass can be time-dependent, denoted as m(t).
Unmodeled dynamics (gyroscopic effect, air resistance, etc.)
and external disturbances such as wind gusts are represented
by the vector d.
In terms of control and flight planning, the con-

trol vector uB =
[
fX fY fZ τφ τθ τψ

]T, with respect
to the body frame, represents the mapped thrust forces
fR =

[
fR1 fR2 . . . fRN

]T and drag torques τR =[
τR1 τR2 . . . τRN

]T generated by the rotation of the pro-
pellers at each rotor. The control vector can be defined by
the following expression,

uB =

[
H
4

]
fR +

[
03×N
H

]
τR. (2)

The matrices used for mapping are determined by the
geometric arrangement of the propulsion configuration. The
first matrix H (R3×N ) describes the rotor orientations and
the second matrix 4 (R3×N ) is composed of vector prod-
ucts of rotor position and orientation, which map the thrust
force to control moments. The matrix 4 is derived using the
matrix representation of the vector product a × b = S(a)b,
as shown in previous research [32]. It is important to empha-
size that conventional multirotor configurations have a planar
arrangement of the rotors, making the rotor orientation vec-
tors unit vectors. As a result, regardless of the number of
rotors, conventional configurations are underactuated sys-
tems. Moreover, since changing the position requires chang-
ing the orientation, they are also defined as coupled dynamics
systems.

A. MULTIROTOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS
ElectricMultirotor UAVs consist ofN rotors, which represent
EPUs, as shown in Fig. 2 for the quadrotor configuration.
In general, EPU setups consist of a fixed-pitch propeller
mounted on a brushless DC (BLDC) motor rotor, which
is driven by the electronic speed controller (ESC). Regard-
ing the fixed-pitch propeller, thrust force, and drag torque
will be investigated, while the other aerodynamic effects
are neglected. The required thrust forces, and consequently
drag torques, are achieved by changing the angular velocity,
i.e., the RPM of the rotor. The propeller geometry, where
the main parameters are diameter, pitch angle, and number
of blades, influences the amount of induced airflow. Larger
parameters of propeller geometry, where further diameter will
be investigated, in addition to increasing the thrust force,
generate higher drag torque. Therefore, a combination with
higher torque BLDC motors is required. A simplified model
is often used in which the thrust force is proportional to the
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FIGURE 2. Electric multirotor UAV topology.

square of the angular velocity of the rotor, fRi = kfiω
2
i , where

kfi is the thrust force factor. The drag torque to be overcome
by the BLDC motor can also be modeled as τRi = kτiω

2
i ,

where kτi is the drag torque factor.
TheBLDCmotor is an electricmotor driven by an ESC that

utilizes electronic commutation to provide high efficiency,
reliability, and precise control. Electromagnets (armature) are
located on the stator, while the rotor consists of permanent
magnets which are in the case of outrunner motors positioned
outside the stator. There is a large range of BLDC motors,
frommicro ones used to propel micro aerial vehicles (MAVs),
with the power of several tens of watts, to motors used for
the heavy payload with a power of several kilowatts. The
main BLDC parameters that will be further considered are the
motor size, mass, and velocity constant Kv, which defines the
number of revolutions per applied voltage in the case without
load. The ESC used to drive the BLDCmotor is an integrated
power inverter that converts supplied DC voltage into appro-
priate phase voltages. The ESC consists of a microcontroller
that processes the input PWM signal and switches transistors.
The input PWM defines the switching rate of transistors and
consequently the voltage fed to phases. With a higher duty
cycle of the PWM, the motor angular velocity is increased.
The main parameters for selecting the ESC are the operating
voltages expressed in the number of battery cells and the
maximum allowed current, which has to be 20% higher than
the maximum motor current to avoid overheating or failure.

TABLE 1. Low-voltage EPU setups and related components.

TABLE 2. High-voltage EPU setups and related components.

With electric multirotors, LiPo batteries are used as a
conventional energy source, providing high energy density
and discharge rate to enable a consistent energy flow to the
propulsion system (module). Multirotor UAVs consist of one
or more batteries (battery packs) determined by the number of
cells, capacity, and mass. This paper focuses on investigating
the low voltage (LV) energy module setup, which utilizes
6-cell (6S) batteries, and a high voltage (HV) setup with
12-cell (12S) batteries. In addition to batteries, there are
also distribution and measuring elements that represent the
interface between the energy and propulsion, the propulsion
and control, and the control and energy module.

B. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR HEAVY PAYLOAD
ELECTRIC PROPULSION
As part of this research, a total of 28 EPU setups were
considered, covering a wide range of heavy lift multirotor
propulsion, whether viewed from the aspect of aerodynamic
forces, power, or size. Table 1 shows 14 LV setups, and
Table 2 shows 14 HV setups for which identification and
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characterization is carried out. Experimental data is obtained
based on which the identification is conducted.

III. ELECTRIC PROPULSION UNIT IDENTIFICATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, the characterization of the considered EPU
setups is presented based on conducted experimental mea-
surements utilizing measuring equipment and investigated
EPU components. Procedures for data acquisition using
RCbenchmark software and data processing using the MAT-
LAB software package are used to generate EPU characteris-
tics.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP HARDWARE
To effectively carry out the identification of EPU parameters,
it is crucial to select measuring equipment and software. The
selected equipment should cover the measuring range for
the considered EPU setups, and the software is partly open-
source. Choosing the Series 1780 test stand [33] from Tyto
Robotics, with associated RCbenchmark software ensures
accurate and reliable data acquisition during the experimental
process. The test stand which is shown in Fig. 3 consists of a
construction assembly whose main elements are the ground
railing system and two sets of plate support, which enables
the measurement of coaxial setups as well. To measure aero-
dynamic forces (fR) and torques (τR), load measurement units
(A and B side) comprising three load cell sensors are utilized.
The selected 1780 test stand enables the measurement ranges
up to 400 N and 18 Nm. Load cell sensors are connected to
the sensor chain, which is further connected to the dual main
board. The rotor RPM is measured through an optical probe
that counts RPMs by detecting a reflective motor marker.
The optical probe is mounted to the motor mount plate and
connected to the sensor chain. Additionally, a tachometer DT-
2259 is used to check the RPMmeasured by the optical probe,
where for each setup, validation is considered in the entire
RPM range without load (propeller).

The motors are mounted on the load measurement unit
via an assembly plate and are connected to the ESC using a
no-solder board mounted on a two-plate support that enables
quick replacement of motors or ESCs. The ESC, on the other
side, is connected to the power and control console in which
power sensors and control board are integrated and connected
to the dual main board. The power and control console mea-
sures the voltage and current (up to 150 A) between ESC and
the connected LiPo battery and is responsible for the control
signal sent to ESC. Measurements are performed using Gens
ace Tattu batteries with a capacity of 16 Ah, for both LV
and HV series. In addition to the mentioned mechanical and
electrical quantities, the motor and ESC temperature can be
monitored by using additional temperature sensors. Instead
of temperature probes that have slow dynamics, a thermal
imaging camera is utilized to monitor the temperature of the
components.

From the aspect of data acquisition, the main board is
connected with a USB cable to a computer with the RCbench-

FIGURE 3. Tyto Robotics series 1780 experimental test stand.

mark software installed. Measurement parameters and safety
settings are adjusted in the software, which also includes
debugging tools. There are two basic modes of operation,
manual control where individual PWM signals are sent to
hardware, and automatic control. Since the goal is to have uni-
fiedmeasurements, automatic control mode is used deploying
amodifiedRCbenchmark softwaremeasurement script. After
each measurement cycle is done, the.csv file is automatically
generated.

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPULSION
CHARACTERIZATION FRAMEWORK
Given that this work investigates the experimental identifi-
cation of propulsion units intended for heavy-lift multirotor
UAVs, additional attention should be paid to safety aspects.
First, the experimental hardware is placed inside a cage that is
surrounded by a net, while the computer for data acquisition
is located behind a panel fence. Furthermore, every time the
setup is changed (whether it is a change of motor, propeller,
or ESC), the same is done when the power source (LiPo
battery) is disconnected. Before each measurement, initially,
the RPM is checked in a case without load, considering that
the RPM probe needs to be adjusted since the motors are of
different dimensions, primarily diameter. The measurement
of the RPM is sensitive to the lighting, the distance between
the probe and the motor, motor marking, and other effects
therefore, it is necessary to check the probe in manual opera-
tionmode before the automatedmeasurement. After the RPM
measurement is validated using a tachometer, the propeller is
mounted and in manual mode, a second check is conducted.
Quick measurement of the thrust force and drag torque is
performed and briefly analyzed. At the same time, the sign
of the thrust force and the drag torque, which can be adjusted
by software, is checked. Once the checks have been made, the
automated measurement proceeds.
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FIGURE 4. Data acquisition flowchart for an automated measurement
cycle.

Fig. 4 shows the data acquisition flow chart together with
a graphic representation of the reference state and a cut
of one measurement cycle values for one of the measured
parameters. The modified script for automated measurement
is executed through the RCbenchmark software, where the
reference state is defined by the duration and values of the
PWM signals. After the ESC is initialized, the measurement
cycle begins. For each reference value of the PWM, the values
from the sensors are read and saved. Every PWM signal
is held constant for 8 s after which the PWM increases or
decreases by 100 depending on the step of the measurement
cycle. Time at each PWM is divided into settling time (t1)
which lasts 3 seconds and sampling time (t2) which lasts
2 seconds. Based on 80 samples, the script gives the mean
value of the measured values for a certain PWM signal. Upon
completion of the measurement cycle, the.csv file is auto-
matically generated in which the rows represent the actual
PWM signal sent to ESC and columns represent the mea-
sured values (i.e., thrust force, drag torque, RPM, voltage,
current, power, and others). In the last step, the database path
and.csv file name are defined, which ends the data acquisition
process.

In the second step, the identification of EPUs is carried out
based on experimental measurements which are stored in the
database. The generated.csv files were loaded, processed, and
graphically presented using the MATLAB software package.
The flow chart of the identification procedure is shown in
Fig. 5, alongside a graphic representation of the rawmeasure-
ment of one cycle, and a static map for the thrust force of one
EPU setup. For the selected folder, the script searches for.csv
files in all subfolders and saves their paths. In the next step,

FIGURE 5. EPU identification procedure flowchart.

it reads the data from the first.csv file and saves the data in
an array, then it reads the next.csv file until it reaches the last
file. Both, in the case of LV or HV setup measurements, the
data is saved in an array which is in MATLAB represented as
a 14×3 cell. Each cell represents one measurement cycle (14
setups and three voltage levels). Each measurement cycle can
be viewed as a matrix, where rows represent PWM signals,
and columns represent, along with time and the reference
PWM signal, the measured values (thrust force, drag torque,
and others). Once the array is filled with data from all mea-
surements, measurement data can be plotted as shown for
thrust force related to cycle time for HV S14 setup and second
measurement. In the next step, obtained measurement data is
averaged at the same PWM values. Output vectors that will
be used for further characterization can be plotted as static
maps regarding the PWM signal.

The process of parameter identification enables the repre-
sentation of static maps of the EPU setups based on exper-
imental data for mechanical and electrical quantities. From
the aspect of control implementation, the static maps related
to thrust force and drag torque can be further linearized
and implemented in the control system. From the aspect of
multirotor hardware design, the experimental data stored in
the array will be used to perform the characterization of
EPUs. In this work, the following parameters were consid-
ered for characterization purposes: thrust force, drag torque,
electric power, and overall efficiency.
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FIGURE 6. Thrust force characteristics as a function of rotor angular
velocity for LV EPU setups.

FIGURE 7. Thrust force as a function of rotor angular velocity with respect
to propeller diameter for LV EPU setups.

TABLE 3. Polyfit thrust force function coefficients for LV EPU setups.

C. ELECTRIC PROPULSION UNIT LOW-VOLTAGE SERIES
CHARACTERISTICS
In the first part of the EPU characterization, thrust forces
were analyzed in dependence on the angular velocity of the
rotor. In Fig. 6, markers show experimentally obtained values
for 14 LV setups that were shown in Table 1. Then, based on
the experimental data, polynomial curve fitting is conducted
using MATLAB polyfit function. Thrust force second-order
characteristics were given with the following expression,

fR = f2ω2
+ f1ω + f0. (3)

The characteristics are represented by lines in Fig. 6 where
it is evident that the coefficients primarily depend on the
geometry of the propeller, where the propeller diameter (d)
will be further investigated. Given that 14 LV setups cover the
17-26′′ propeller range, and the research employed propellers
with six distinct geometry settings, MATLAB mean function
is used in order to obtain the coefficients of the characteristics
related to propeller diameter which are shown in Table 3.

FIGURE 8. Drag torque characteristics as a function of rotor angular
velocity for LV EPU setups.

FIGURE 9. Drag torque as a function of rotor angular velocity with respect
to propeller diameter for LV EPU setups.

TABLE 4. Polyfit drag torque function coefficients for LV EPU setups.

Fig. 7 shows the characteristics according to Table 3, and
the same graph shows the experimental values for individual
EPU setups (S02, S03, S11, S12, S13, S14). From the point of
view of UAV design, the considered mathematical formula-
tion based on experimental data can more accurately describe
the thrust force related to the angular velocity of the rotor,
compared to the commonly used models.

During the second part of the EPU characterization, the
drag torque is shown also related to the angular velocity of
the rotor. The same steps as in the thrust force analysis were
carried out, and the drag torque characteristic is given by the
following expression,

τR = τ2ω
2
+ τ1ω + τ0. (4)

As well as thrust force, drag torque experimental data is
shown using markers, and the characteristics are represented
by lines in Fig. 8. Drag torque characteristics are shown in
Fig. 9, according to coefficients in Table 4 alongside experi-
mental data (S02, S03, S11, S12, S13, S14).
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FIGURE 10. Maximum drag torque concerning propeller diameter and
motor velocity constant for LV EPU setups.

FIGURE 11. Maximum electric power concerning propeller diameter and
motor velocity constant for LV EPU setups.

Comparable to the often-used mathematical formulation
where the thrust force and drag torque are proportional to
the square of the angular velocity, the considered formulation
provides a more precise model, resulting in more realistic
simulations and more efficient parameter selection in the
system design phase. The formulation can be further simpli-
fied considering that the f0 and τ0 can be neglected.
When sizing an EPU for a multirotor type of UAV, apart

from the consideration of propeller diameter, the BLDC
motor velocity constant is the next key factor to examine
carefully.

BLDC motor velocity constant Kv, is expressed in RPM
per volt (without load), therefore determines the angular
velocity of the rotor. To drive a propeller of a certain diameter,
motors with a higher Kv must have a higher torque to be able
to produce higher thrust forces. The higher torque also leads
to an increase in power (energy) consumption.

Fig. 10 shows the maximum drag torques for LV setups
(S01, S02, S03, S04, S05, S06, S07, S08, S11, S12, S13,
S14) depending on the diameter and Kv. Fig. 11 shows the

FIGURE 12. LV BLDC motor and ESC heating obtained by thermal imaging
camera.

FIGURE 13. Electric power characteristics as a function of thrust force for
LV setups.

maximum powers for the same LV setups regarding diameter
and Kv. It should be emphasized here that the maximum
torque and maximum power depend on the state of charge
of the battery. The graphs show the values for the second
measurement (M2). When designing a propulsion system,
one of the key steps is selecting the appropriate motor and
propeller combination in order to achieve higher efficiency.
The goal is to find the right balance between speed and torque
and to ensure that the motor is not overloaded, which can
cause it to overheat and potentially stop running. During the
experiments, the BLDC and ESC temperatures were periodi-
cally recorded as shown in Fig. 12 and were within the range
specified in the components datasheet.

Given that the multirotor dynamics is dominantly influ-
enced by the propulsion configuration thrust forces, the
relationship between the thrust force and power is crucial
in designing the propulsion configuration. Power functions
regarding thrust force, shown in Fig. 13 can be described with
second-order characteristics

PR = P2f 2R + P1fR + P0, (5)

where the coefficients for 14 LV setups are given in Table 5.
As expected, setups with a larger propeller diameter consume
less power per thrust force, however, it should be taken into
account that with a more powerful EPU, the mass of the
propulsion unit is consequently increased. This information
will be discussed when sizing the overall system.

D. ELECTRIC PROPULSION UNIT HIGH-VOLTAGE SERIES
CHARACTERISTICS
As shown in the EPU LV series characterization procedure,
the same steps will be performed for the HV series whose
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TABLE 5. Polyfit electric power function coefficients for LV EPU setups.

FIGURE 14. Thrust force characteristics as a function of rotor angular
velocity for HV EPU setups.

setups are shown in Table 2. Thrust force experimental results
and the characteristics of each setup are shown in Fig. 14.
As in the case of the LV series, the thrust force is shown as
second-order characteristics regarding rotor angular velocity.
Given that 14 HV setups cover the 26-32′′ propeller range,
and the research was conducted using four different pro-
pellers, coefficients of thrust force are given in Table 6. The
characteristics according to Table 6 and experimental values
for individual EPU setups (S03, S04, S09, S10, S13, S14) are
shown in Fig. 15, to compare the mathematical formulation
with experimental data.

Although the motor constants of the HV setups are more
than twice as low as the LV setups, they run at twice the
voltage (12S LiPo). Next, drag torque is shown in Fig. 16 for
experimental data and second-order characteristics regarding
the angular velocity of the rotor. Drag torque characteristics
coefficients are given in Table 7. Like the thrust force, the
characteristics of drag torque are presented in Fig. 17, follow-
ing Table 7, alongside the experimental data. From the aspect
of the analysis of aerodynamic forces and torques, the range
of the HV series continues to the LV EPU series.

As with the LV setup, further in Fig. 18 is shown the
maximum drag torques for HV setups (S01, S02, S03, S04,
S05, S06, S07, S08, S11, S12, S13, S14) depending on the

FIGURE 15. Thrust force as a function of rotor angular velocity with
respect to propeller diameter for HV EPU setups.

TABLE 6. Polyfit thrust force function coefficients for HV EPU setups.

FIGURE 16. Drag torque characteristics as a function of rotor angular
velocity for HV EPU setups.

FIGURE 17. Drag torque as a function of rotor angular velocity with
respect to propeller diameter for HV EPU setups.

propeller diameter and motor constant Kv. Fig. 19 shows the
maximum powers for the same HV setups where both graphs
are obtained from the second measurement (M2). From the
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TABLE 7. Polyfit drag torque function coefficients for HV EPU setups.

FIGURE 18. Maximum drag torque concerning propeller diameter and
motor velocity constant for HV EPU setups.

FIGURE 19. Maximum electric power concerning propeller diameter and
motor velocity constant for HV EPU setups.

results shown, it is evident that there is an overlap of the range
of LV and HV setups regarding drag torque and power and
consequently thrust force.

During the experiments, the BLDC and ESC temperatures
were systematically recorded for S11, S12, S13, and S14.
Fig. 20 shows the temperature of the BLDC motor and
the ESC that make up S14, immediately after the second
measurement. Regardless of whether components belong to
the LV or HV setups, both the Alpha and Flame series of
ESC feature a passive heatsink. It is important to take the
temperatures of the propulsion components into account from

FIGURE 20. EPU S14 BLDC motor and ESC heating obtained by thermal
imaging camera.

FIGURE 21. Electric power characteristics as a function of thrust force for
HV setups.

TABLE 8. Polyfit electric power function coefficients for HV EPU setups.

the aspect of designing propulsion airframe parts that are
mechanically and thermally loaded.

As well as for LV series, power characteristics regarding
thrust force, are shown for HV series in Fig. 21, alongside
experimental data, and coefficients are given in Table 8.
In this research, the EPU components were carefully selected
to facilitate the transition from LV to HV setups across vari-
ous sizing aspects. A wider range of systematically selected
EPUs allows for a more comprehensive analysis of heavy-lift
multirotor UAVs.

Regarding characterization, the first contribution of this
research is a more accurate propulsion model based on
experimental data for a wide power range of LV and HV
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FIGURE 22. The overall efficiency with respect to electric power for LV
series.

FIGURE 23. The overall efficiency with respect to electric power for HV
series.

FIGURE 24. Comparison of the overall efficiency of LV and HV series.

EPUs. The presented characteristics allow for the predic-
tion of performance in electric multirotor propulsion system.
This systematic approach enhances the ability to address the
requirements associated with heavy-lift multirotor UAVs.

E. COMPARISON OF THE EFFICIENCY OF LOW VOLTAGE
AND HIGH VOLTAGE SETUPS
To achieve optimal performance for a multirotor, it is
inevitable to analyze the efficiency of the propulsion units.
Therefore, the overall efficiency of the EPU was represented
by the ratio of thrust force and electric power and is shown
as a function of electric power (energy consumption). Fig. 22
shows the overall efficiency of the LV series, while Fig. 23
shows the efficiency of the HV series.

The combination of the BLDC motor and propeller is
important to obtain optimal performance. The tested HV
series, which encompass a range of larger propeller diam-
eters compared to the tested LV series, generally have a
higher efficiency. This observation is depicted in Fig. 24,

where the LV setups are represented by blue and the HV
setups by red markers. With regard to the design of the
multirotor system, it is also important to take into account
the masses of the propulsion components and the energy
components (LiPo batteries), which differ depending on
the setup.

IV. HEAVY-LIFT MULTIROTOR UAV SIZING
In this section, the sizing of heavy-lift multirotor UAVs is
presented, and the key parameters and characteristics of the
UAV design and their impact on multirotor performance
are analyzed. In this research discussed are: the size of the
UAV expressed through the diameter (D), the configurations
take-off mass (mToM), the hovering power (Phover), and finally
the sizing according to the payload capacity (mPL) which is
essential regarding heavy payload missions. Sizing will be
shown for three conventional configurations with a generic
airframe shown in Fig. 25 and regarding two experimentally
characterized series of EPU setups.

A. MULTIROTOR UAV GEOMETRIC SIZE
The size of a multirotor UAV is influenced by the basic
parameters of the propulsion configuration, the number of
rotors (N ), and the diameter of the propeller (d), which results
in the expected diameter of the multirotor propulsion system.
Regarding multirotor UAV design, the diameter (diagonal)
defines the length of the rotor arm, whereas, from the model-
ing aspect, the length is defined between the axis of the rotor
and the vertical axis (ZB), l = D/2. In this work, conventional
configurations are considered, where there is no overlapping
of the operating surfaces of the propulsion.

Fig. 26 shows the expected diameters of the multiro-
tor UAV for quadrotor, hexarotor, and octorotor, regarding
propeller diameter which is in the range of 17-32′′. The
multirotor propulsion diameters are obtained from the diam-
eter of the propeller expressed in meters and multiplied by
coefficients that depend on the number of rotors (for the quad
coefficient is 1.8, for hexa 2.4, and for octo 2.9). The outer
diameter is equal to the sum of the diameter of the propulsion
configuration and the diameter of the propeller DO = D+ d .
When designing the multirotor UAV, constraints regarding
multirotor size may be introduced.

B. HEAVY-LIFT MULTIROTOR UAV TAKE-OFF MASS
Keeping in mind the limitations in terms of size and energy
consumption, the performance of individual setups will be
analyzed. During the initial design phase, the thrust-to-
mass ratio (TMR) is introduced, establishing a relationship
between the multirotor take-off mass (mToM) and the max-
imum thrust force of the propulsion module in the vertical
axis (fzmax). Therefore, take-off mass can be determined by
the following expression:

mToM ≤
fzmax

TMR
. (6)
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FIGURE 25. Multirotor conventional configurations 3D model.

FIGURE 26. The diameter (diagonal) of conventional configurations
regarding the propeller diameter and the number of rotors.

In standard terminology, the ratio is often defined as thrust-to
weight ratio (TWR), or all up weight (AUW), which is used
by the manufacturer of the investigated components.

The motor specifications of the considered setups were
searched, and the manufacturer’s recommendations for
take-off mass were found for certain setups, with TMR rang-
ing from 1.6 to 3.1, depending on the setup. For example, with
the P series motors, for the LV setups (P60 motor), the TMR
ranges from 1.6 to 2.7, while for the same series for the HV
setups (P80), the TMR is from 2.2 to 2.8. Furthermore, for

FIGURE 27. Take-off mass of considered setups with regard to assumed
TMR.

the Antigravity series of motors, LV setups (MN6007) have
a recommended ratio of 2.75, while HV setups (MN1005)
have a ratio of 3.1. For the third motor series considered in
the research, the U series, only recommendations for smaller
motors (U3, U5, andU7)were found, whose ratios range from
1.6 to 2.1.

Through TMR, sufficient agility should be ensured so that
the multirotor can take off and can perform the motion in
the 3D space required to execute the mission. Furthermore,
TMR=2 will be used for both series of EPU setups, and
the take-off mass based on the experimental characterization
is shown in Fig. 27. The graph shows the values for three
configurations where peak thrust is obtained using the second
measurement.

C. HEAVY-LIFT MULTIROTOR UAV ELECTRIC POWER
SIZING
The next important aspect of multirotor UAV sizing is regard-
ing the performance in a stationary flight (hovering). Given
that in a stationary state, the propulsion configuration should
deliver forces that cancel the gravitational force, the electric
power for hovering is determined by the overall system mass,
which consists of the components, the airframe, and the
payload mass. The maximum powers of individual configu-
rations, which are determined by the EPU number and setup,
are shown by red bars for LV setups in Fig. 28, while for
HV setups are shown in Fig. 29. As with the EPU charac-
terization, peak power is shown for the second measurement.
With regard to the presented electric power characteristics as
a function of thrust force for LV and HV series (Fig. 13 and
21), it is possible to determine the power for the stationary
state.

In this context, the subsequent phase involves determining
the energy module parameters, which is accomplished by
using a hovering power, which is shown in Fig. 28 and 29
with blue bars. In this segment of sizing, themultirotor battery
capacity (Bcap) is related to hovering power (Phover). Regard-
ing the approximation of hover duration (t̃hover) assuming
constant voltage and complete discharge, battery capacity can
be set

Bcap ≥
Phover
ubat

t̃hover. (7)
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FIGURE 28. Maximum electrical power and hovering power of LV setups.

FIGURE 29. Maximum electrical power and hovering power of HV setups.

A hovering time of 30 min is taken as the starting point
for further sizing both for the LV and HV series. In a real
scenario, the electrical power during the execution of the
mission varies depending on the required performance for
the mission, and it is a very important fact that it is not
recommended to discharge the battery below 3.7 V per cell.

The process of selecting the energy module is incremental,
the capacity can be increased with an increase in the number
of batteries and with the selection of larger capacity batteries.
Consequently, with an increase in the capacity or number of
batteries, the mass of the system increases. If there are several
batteries in the pack that are connected in parallel, they all
must have the same characteristics and parameters. Data is
obtained for several manufacturers and different series of 6S
(for LV setups) batteries which are shown in Fig. 30, whereas
12S (for HV setups) are shown in Fig. 31. It is important

FIGURE 30. Capacity to mass relationship for commercial six-cell (6S)
LiPo batteries.

FIGURE 31. Capacity to mass relationship for commercial twelve-cell
(12S) LiPo batteries.

to emphasize that the series with non-fill markers include a
battery management system (BMS).

D. HEAVY-LIFT MULTIROTOR UAV PAYLOAD CAPACITY
Since this paper considers the generic UAV system presented
in the previous research [32], the multirotor system can be
divided into four keymodules whosemass in the design phase
is equal to the take-off mass:

mToM = mPL + mEM + mPM + mAV. (8)

Given the consideration of a high-payload multirotor, the
mass of the control system (mAV) is neglected. The mass of
the propulsion module (mPM) is composed of the rotor arms
and the central UAV assembly. The rotor arms consisting
of EPUs, connections, and airframe parts, are together with
other modules connected to the central assembly. The mass of
the energy module (mEM) is primarily defined by the number
and mass of the batteries. When considering the capacity and
number of LiPo batteries, it is important to point out that the
batteries make up the largest share of the system mass.

To obtain the masses of a generic UAV, apart from the
known masses of the components that make up the UAV
system, it is necessary to include parts of the airframe in the
calculation. For this purpose, the SOLIDWORKS software
package is used, in which the airframe parts are 3D modeled.
By acquiring a 3D model of UAV assembly, in addition to
obtaining mass fractions of modules, moments of inertia are
also obtained. Furthermore, the 3D model will be used for
the needs of simulations. Based on the first version of the
UAV assembly, airframe parts were produced, a quadrotor
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FIGURE 32. System mass distribution for configurations with LV setups.

FIGURE 33. System mass distribution for configurations with HV setups.

prototype was assembled and the first tests of the system,
shown in previous research, were performed.

Taking into account that introduced TMR and t̃hover can
be set, heavy-lift multirotor sizing can be graphically repre-
sented with respect to payload capacity (mPL). Fig. 32 shows
payload capacities for LV setups, while Fig. 33 shows for HV
setups. In both Figures, the mass fraction of the propulsion
module is marked in blue, the energy module in green, and
the payload capacity in red bar fraction. The graphic dis-
play gives a good insight into the possibilities of individual
configurations from the aspect of heavy payload missions
and can serve as guidance during the design of the multirotor
UAV system. By using the presented procedure, it is possible
to graphically display the basic performance of a multirotor
UAV depending on the ratios on which the dynamics of the
UAV and its consumption depend.

TABLE 9. Battery capacity and payload capacity for LV EPU setups.

TABLE 10. Battery capacity and payload capacity for HV EPU setups.

In Tables 9 and 10, the battery capacities and payload
capacities are listed numerically with regard to the considered
TMR and t̃hover. Given that the energymodule also consists of
components used for energy distribution and related sensors,
taking into account the available components, the number
of LiPo batteries in the package is limited to eight. For
the LV propulsion systems, the Gens Ace battery series are
discussed, while for the HV propulsion systems, the Herewin
battery series. There is a larger selection of commercial 6S
batteries, which means that it is possible to fine-tune the
system parameters. As a general principle, when the pay-
load mass increases, there is a corresponding increase in the
number of rotors and batteries due to the need for additional
lift, which can be achieved by adding more rotors and/or
increasing motor power. It is evident from the graphs and
tables that LV setups are suitable for transporting loads up
to 10 kg, except for the octorotor with S14 EPUs, which is
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in the range of up to 15 kg, while HV setups are suitable for
transporting loads up to 25 kg.

Nevertheless, if shorter missions are considered where
smaller battery capacities are needed, therefore the lower
mass of the energymodule, the payload capacity increases. If,
for example, the approximated hovering time is set to 20 min-
utes, then, a package consisting of five batteries with 22 Ah
(5 × 22) is selected for the HV S14 octorotor configuration
(N = 8), and the payload capacity increases to over 40 kg.
Furthermore, if time is further reduced to 15 min, then the
same configuration has a payload capacity of up to 50 kg.

It is important to emphasize that when choosing the capac-
ity, the mass of the battery or battery pack is very important.
For example, for the LV S12, N = 6, a 6 × 10 package,
5 × 12 or 2 × 30 package can be used. As expected, the
2 × 30 package has the smallest mass, which, in addition to
the need for fewer connectors, sensors, and airframe parts,
the ratio between capacity and mass is usually more favor-
able for larger-capacity batteries. The next important point
follows from this fact, which is that it is necessary to consider
available combinations, so for example, LV S13, N = 8,
a 5 × 16 package can be used. But the best solution is the
4 × 22 package, which has a higher total capacity and is
additionally lighter. A similar example can be mentioned
for the HV setup where, for example, for S08, N = 6, a
5 × 12 package can be used, but it is much more efficient
to use a 3 × 22 package, which has 10% more capacity and
10% less mass.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the characterization and sizing procedure
for heavy-lift multirotor UAVs. An experimental approach
was used and extensive testing of EPUs was carried out (3
measurements per setup, 14 setups per series, two series of
setups). By using the framework for data acquisition and pro-
cessing, the characterization of EPUs was enabled based on
identified static maps. In the characterization process, a math-
ematical relation is given for aerodynamic forces and torques
and characteristics related to electrical power depending on
thrust force. The results for two series of setups (LV and HV)
were presented tabularly and graphically. Following the char-
acterization, the sizing procedure for the heavy-lift multirotor
UAV was proposed. Multirotor sizes, take-off mass, hovering
power, and payload capacity are shown graphically, which
systematically provides the insight needed in the design phase
of multirotor UAVs. Given that it is a question of heavy
payload UAV, the key aspect of sizing is related to payload
capacity and potential applications in missions that include
the transport of cargo.

The plans for this research include implementing the devel-
oped framework as a tool within the methodological design
process for multirotor UAVs. In addition, the research will
consider the optimization of parameters, taking into account
the specific mission requirements and constraints imposed on
the multirotor.
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